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BONKERS IN THE BUNKERS

Bush White House Flight Forward
Is a National Security Threat
This statement was issued on April 30.

Senator, who is not, in fact, in any way associated with
LaRouche, denied the charges, but his denials were not
Executive Intelligence Review and the LaRouche Political
believed by the White House officials. He was pressed by
Action Committee have been informed by several extremely
Rove, according to the sources, to issue a public statement
reliable Washington, D.C. sources that in the past several
denouncing LaRouche, to “prove” his denials. EIR has crossdays, a prominent Republican United States Senator has been
checked the initial incident report with several other wellconfronted by Karl Rove and other White House officials
informed Washington, D.C. sources, and is satisfied that
on his alleged “connections with Lyndon LaRouche.” The
the essential features of the report are accurate and can be
further documented.
Upon being informed of the incident today, Lyndon LaRouche observed that this account of the confrontation with the U.S. Senator,
combined with President Bush’s
public performance on Thursday
evening, April 28, makes it clear that
the entire White House inner circle
has gone stark-raving mad. This insanity and apparent flight-forward
reaction to the growing political influence of Lyndon LaRouche and his
associates, pose a serious national
security threat. At a moment when
the United States is facing a global
disintegration of the post-Bretton
Woods floating-exchange-rate, dollar-based monetary system, and is
also facing an imminent loss of the
combined physical productive capabilities of the U.S.A. aerospace/airline and auto industries, such insanBush’s public performance at his April 28 press conference was one of several recent
ity at the top of the Executive
developments that confirmed that the entire White House inner circle has gone stark-raving
mad.
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